Proportional hazards model with random effects.
We propose a general proportional hazards model with random effects for handling clustered survival data. This generalizes the usual frailty model by allowing a multivariate random effect with arbitrary design matrix in the log relative risk, in a way similar to the modelling of random effects in linear, generalized linear and non-linear mixed models. The distribution of the random effects is generally assumed to be multivariate normal, but other (preferably symmetrical) distributions are also possible. Maximum likelihood estimates of the regression parameters, the variance components and the baseline hazard function are obtained via the EM algorithm. The E-step of the algorithm involves computation of the conditional expectations of functions of the random effects, for which we use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. Approximate variances of the estimates are computed by Louis' formula, and posterior expectations and variances of the individual random effects can be obtained as a by-product of the estimation. The inference procedure is exemplified on two data sets.